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New and old radiation remedies for animal and human

Solutions for the modern microwave pollution

PhD Rosina Sonnenschmidt, Germany

Abstract

Humans and animals are exposed to a high degree of non-ionizing radiation in everyday

conditions. Possible consequences include defects in mitochondria, cell membranes and DNA.

In addition to the treatment of possible consequential damage, the holistic approach aims at

the detection of possible sources of radiation and the avoidance of unnecessary

electromagnetic radiation. New active ingredients such as Oleander torimaki, Rizol Omega

and A or additional Schuessler salts are part of the therapeutic spectrum.

Keywords: radiation exposure and its influence on human and animal health, Oleander

torimaki, radiation remedies

I used the order animal - human quite consciously, because many pets still live and sleep near

at the WLan router, suffering from the permanent radiation. Because of the Flatrates

WLan-Router emits 17.000 MicroWatts. And still too few pet-owners care about the

consequences and effects on body and mind. The symptoms are known since 2003, mentioned

for ex. in the “Homoeopathic Clinical Repertory” of the American Homoeopath Robin

Murphy: Microwave pollution. Many new illnesses are ignored with industriousness to not
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weaken the business with the new mobile telephones of the 5G class. Since many years we

face the results from it in holistic human and veterinary medicine. The manufacturers expect

worldwide by "pandemically" even faster mobile communication up to the last angles on earth,

only to achieve the sale of new millions of mobile telephones. Therefore, the issue was and is

silently authorized by 42,500 new satellites into the ionosphere in 2021. No state cared about

the too high electrical charge and the disturbance of the electricity in the ionosphere and its

bad effect on the magnetism of the troposphere. No state cared about the causing effect, that it

immediately came after that to inundations and forest fires. But everybody complains about

the “climate-change”.

The new illnesses in the meantime occur increasingly with animals and people by the load of

microwaves which are from the weapon industry of the 2nd World War originally, were then

outdone of the American atom bombs. Results of the radioactive contamination of human and

environment arose from it in Japan for 70 years: dead borne children, cancer, infertility, faulty

organs. From this one drew a conclusion: only the ionizing radiation can produce damages

and devoted itself to the non-ionizing radiations by extracting microwaves and developing a

new mobile radio engineering from radio and radar waves. The 3 class and then the 4 class

technology arose within the last 20 years and one had to state: The radioactivity reacts

spontaneously and frightfully causes in long-tail claimes, the microwave load "only" causes

long-tail claims after 8 -10 years. The cellular mobile technology makes use of these facts

because nobody bothers about the quick speed of our modern times and bothers about what

happens within 10 years.

But now, in more than 20 years we face the results of suppressing the knowledge about the

effect on human and animal-health. Encouraged to let the "user" of the technologies in the

unclear one we see the next step to dismiss the publications of doctors as nonscientific about

the damages of the microwave load. Whoever critically speaks is avoided in the media to this

day.

For 15 years, this has been clear to me and I published several books about technical radiation

and its cure. Whoever critically looks at existing fashions or technologies needs a saintly

patience on the one hand and on the other hand has to avoid a black-white-thinking, what

means in our case: the new technologies have definitely their advantages, which everybody

likes to use. How can we remain healthy? How can we find a healthy measure in the use of

cell-phones? How can we replace the harmful by better "substances"? How can we adjust to

the stronger and higher frequencies?
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This is urgently necessary, as the base substances for digital equipment are the rare earths and

metals, called “Lanthanides”, which, soon, will be exhausted in Central Africa, South Africa,

South America and China. Moreover, the ethical question rises, whether it is still adequate in

our time to produce a "high technology" by child labor, not to speak about the inhumane

conditions under which also men and women must work in the reduction areas.

No blessing lies on the mobile technology on one side, as it originates from the weapon

industry and causes new radiation diseases on the other side. One still can suppress these facts

furthermore. But as holistic medicine teaches clearly, oppressions cause chronic processes.

We have to work in the practices with that whether we are aware of it consciously or not.

There are sufficiently mobile phone-addicted therapists who cannot imagine a week without

smartphone any more.

So we should not avoid the following facts:

 In accordance with the researches of building biology a resting place should be of

0.1 micro watts.

 WLan in the living space has 10.000-16.900 micro watts. The router also

produces radiation, even if it is switched off.

 Up to 1000 micro watts opens up itself the blood brain barrier

 DECT telephones emanate in 50 m still 20.000 micro watts

 Mobile telephone close to the head emanates 9 Million micro watts in Germany

 Disturbances of the cell membrane start with 200 micro watts

 Disturbance of the motoric fields in the brain starts with 1000 micro watts

 Disturbance of the endocrine system start with 100 micro watts

If the blood brain barrier is open, parasites, viruses, bacteria, from outside proteins get into the

brain and cause somatic changes as well as behavioral disorders.

Had anyone of the responsible institutions of our states the courage to ask why a too weak

immune system united all peoples of the earth in the pandemic since 2020? Why could people

not handle a virus which we know since 1963? Why has it got more virulent?
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The new medicine "Oleander torimaki"

I was invited to a congress and seminar again to Japan as the only representative of Europe

and Germany in November 2016 and I came to know the story of the “flower of Hiroshima",

told by Dr. Torako Yui, the president of the JPHMA (Japanese imperial homeopathy and

medicine association). It was the incomprehensible fact that the Japanese oleander

blossomed so luxuriantly, after the total devastation by the atomic bomb in Hiroshima as if

everything in the world were all right. From this I concluded, the herbaceous perennial plant

must have a particularly strong immune system and be particularly radiation resistant.

Therefore, in the year 2018 the homeopathic examination of oleander torimaki took place

with 32 colleagues. We got the seeds of "Dr. Yui farm team TOYOUKE". We did the

trituration till C5 and then the 32 colleagues examined C12, C30 and C200 in their everyday

life for 7 months. So, a very informative medicine image arose, in which the enormous

immune strength on the one hand and the tolerance of a non-ionizing radiation of the

microwaves stands out on the other hand. To this I wrote the book “Oleander torimaki the

flower of Hiroshima" in German and an abstract in English (see below).

Oleander torimaki comes to Japan

I was invited to Japan again in December 2019 to give a talk both on the new medicine and on

the radiation exposure with human and animal.

I had translated the most important chapters of my book into English and presented it as a

book present together with the cards with the signatures of all German examiners.

Japanese do not tend to show her feelings. But the audience was so embraced by my lecture

that many cried and thanked me in the break that we had felt so much of the suffering in

distant Germany in the examination of the oleander. I heard stories how grandparents died in

seconds when the atom bomb was released.

Fig.1 the oleander seeds {sperms}

Fig.2 and 3 the signatures of the examiners

Fig.4 book and cards {maps} are presented

The healing power of oleander torimaki

At first we must recognize the negative effect of durable microwave pollution:
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Fig.5 influence on the brain

The influence of the microwaves does not stop at the animal brain. In my practice I

experience many pet-owners, who suffer from brain tumor and tell about tumors and cancer of

their pets. Many pet-owners are mobile phone addicted.

For. ex. in the year 2020 and 2021 I heard what happened in the Black Forest, told by the

director of a Spa Hotel: a new mobile radio tower of 5 class was established and soon after

this many deaths with the sheep and herds of goats happened. If the young animals survived,

they showed dramatic behavioral disorders and strange diseases so that they had to be put to

sleep.

In the neighborhood there were problems at an organic farm that the eggshells of the hens

contained no longer sufficient lime although the hens could take fresh food in the free

running.

One still has too little courage to publish the ecological damage by a technical radiation.

In many situations Oleander torimaki has definitely become one of the most important

remedies. It is produced only in one pharmacy in Germany (see below). It is quite easy to

administer because you can put some granules in the food or in the drinking water. In many

cases of pet-birds we put some granules in a bottle of water and spray the birds twice a day

the remedy. In case of cancer I combine the nosode Carcinosinum with Oleander torimaki.

But we have more possibilities to deal with the modern radiation diseases.

The microwave poisoning and her treatment

As already mentioned, we know the symptoms of microwave pollution since 2003, mentioned

in the Clinical Repertory of Robin Murphy. Who has taken it serious?

We have a look at the approved remedies which can treat the symptoms of

microwave-pollution:

 Cadmium sulfuricum: addiction signs in dealing with a digital equipment. Breath

and eye problems, high fever, solitude feeling, behavior conspicuous features like unfounded

aggression.

I would like to mention the pet-owners who non-stopply stare into their mobile telephone on
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the walk with a dog, make a telephone call and complain about “strange loneliness feelings”

and “depressive ill-feeling” of the dog. If I then present the fact that the dog seems rather

superfluous to himself if the owner is busy with her mobile telephone, some wake up, others

think the dog must get used to it. Cadmium sulfuricum is twice healing here: On the one hand,

it solves the emotional hardening with the owner and on the other hand the breath and eye

problems among dog and owner can be cured.

 Radium bromatum: severe skin diseases with inflammation by radiation exposure,

eye problems, heat sensation at the whole body, fatalism, libido decline, creeping barrenness.

With people who came with radioactive substances into touch one used this remedy. It is well

approved in the animal therapy, if animals are located in nuclear power stations nearby.

Brooding problems are known to bird breeders. The additional neighbourhood of mobile radio

towers provides increased barrenness.

 Sol: Fear of being touched physically and emotionally, infection inclination,

immunodeficiency, eye problems, skin cancer

This younger medicine is a most important one in connection with apparently inexplicable

immunodeficiency despite the best diet and the best keeping of animals within the last 10

years. In turn with dogs and horse owners is to watch a behavior conspicuous feature at which

tame animals can suddenly shun, bite, defend oneself. It gets clear if they would not carry

their mobile phone switched on, at the body. Animals sense high frequencies still much faster

and more intensively than their owners.

 X- Ray: Leukemia (CLL), anemia, restlessness, exhaustion, cancer diseases.

This "old" remedy is necessary again, too, because the cancer illnesses increase also with

domestic animals. It has to be remarked that we cannot explain this trend mainly with a bad

keeping of animals but have to lament the radiation exposure even in the best keeping of

animals with best food, run, care, and love.

In the treatment I like to combine Oleander torimaki C30 with one of these long-standing

remedies in the potency C30.

Radiation exposure is destructive. Therefore, I use 2 remedies like in the case of human

treatment. You can use a small or greater rhythm depending on animal species. The

3-day-rhythm means, every 3rd day you change the remedy. You can put it in the food or in

the drinking water.
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With sensitive small animals, especially with birds you change the remedy daily. In case of

very small birds, I put daily both remedies in the drinking water. With big animals one can

change weekly.

Care about early symptoms and solve them

Which early signs do we recognize with the animal?

 Great unrest without external causes

 Out drying of the skin and muscous membranes

 Hormonal disturbances with young animals

 Permanent tiredness and lack of concentration

 Arrhythmias in the physical movement, lacking coordination

 Disorientation in the living quarter and even in the open

 Misbehaviour

For 20 years is known:

HEART, BRAIN AND MALE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS ARE JEOPARDIZED AT THE

STRONGEST ONE

So, what has to be done?

First of all, change Wlan to Lan, look for the sleeping place to be less charged with

microwaves. In most cases this changes already the physical, emotional, and mental situation

with animal and owner! The radiation treatment has taught me not to bring up immediately

heavy guns but to inform about the microwave strain and to prescribe a health cure first. A

cure of 3 weeks can solve a lot of problems and the animal owner gets a better feeling that he

or she can do something reasonable for the pet. I have created “complex-remedies” with

well-known healing-informations and which have proved themselves very well with human

and animal.

"Microwave release" and "immune power" are at first place. The information of Cadmium

sulfuricum, Sol, Radium bromatum and X-ray are contained in the remedy "Microwave

release". The remedy "Immune power" consists of the information of Dioscorea villosa,

Taraxacum officinalis, Thuja, Echinacea and Oleander torimaki. A health cure indicates to

give every remedy 1 x into the food or into the drinking water daily and to carry this out for 1,
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2 weeks. As a rule, shows himself fast with animals, whether a health cure is sufficient or

whether an integral treatment is necessary.

I mentioned that already from 100micro watts on the hormone system suffers and from 200

micro watts on the cell membrane is disturbed, means, the cell communication suffers. In

these cases, a special hormone cure with homoeopathic complex remedies proved very well.

You treat directly endocrine aspects. Research has proved in the last 60 years that the

potencies of D8 and D4 activate the endocrine system. But the remedies have to take the

hierarchy of the endocrine glands into account. This means: Starting with the hypophysis

above and ending at the gonads at the end.

A very well approved health cure serves the general immune stimulation with the 3-

day-rhythm: Hypophysis, Immunotrop, Gonadotrop (above, middle, below). You change the

remedies every day. You do this cure twice or trice a year for 2 weeks.

A direct immune health cure with animals of a weak constitution can be done with the

complex remedies such as: Hypophysis, Thymus, Corticotrop, Gonadotrop, means a

4-day-rhythm.

These health cures can render services good in a radiation treatment as an accompanying

therapy. But the experience teaches that the pet-owners are as a rule glad to be able to do

something next to themselves and their pets.

Summarizing I only can say: Clearing up and information about the influence of microwaves

is necessary. It is a pity till now, that the manufacturers of a digital equipment do not find it

necessary to inform the users about the effect by microwaves. So we as users have to be ready

to do this job for the sake of ourselves and our pets.

Literature of the author to the topic:

 Technische Strahlenbelastung und ihre ganzheitliche Behandlung (Technical

radiation exposure and her holistic treatment)

 Rhythmische Hormontherapie für Mensch und Tier (Rhythmical hormonotherapy

for human and animal

 Bewährte Hilfen bei Notfall und Krise (Approved aids in emergency cases and

crisis)
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 An English abstract of my book “Oleander torimaki – the flower of Hiroshima”

Available at www.inroso.com/shop

The remedy you get with English speaking pharmacies in Germany:

“Oleander torimaki” you get with: www.isarturm-apotheke.de

The complex remedies for the endocrine system you get with: www.isarturm-apotheke.de and

www.rossi-apotheke.de

“Microwave release” and “immune power” you get with: www.essenzia-ek.de


